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tactics, but she conceals these talents beneath
an exterior of playful youth that she takes great
pains to cultivate. When not on duty, Pelayo spends as much
time as possible at the local malls and other places where
the young hang out. There she monitors the latest fashion
trends in clothing, jewelry, music, and films, to keep “in
touch” with the younger generations.

NAME: ALYSON PELAYO
FACTION: Highlanders
REGIMENT: Northwind
Fusiliers
VEHICLE: Donar Assault
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DOB: 05/12/3099
HAIR: Black
EYES: Black

Helicopter

Though she is already in her mid-30s, Alyson Pelayo is
still a child at heart, a fact evidenced by a recreational
preference for theme parks and arcades over officers’
clubs and dining halls. Even her speech and mannerisms
come across as those of a high school-age girl more than as
those of an experienced combat pilot. For this reason, many
tend to underestimate her. In actuality, however, IQ test
scores and aptitude exams have demonstrated that Pelayo
possesses a very keen mind and a gift for politics and

Commentary
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Heavily armored for a VTOL aircraft, but built
using the advanced military technologies of the Clans, the
Donar assault helicopter brings respectable firepower to the
field swiftly and accurately. With an air speed easily faster
than most ground units, and a powerful and far-reaching laser
as its primary weapon, the Donar can strafe a battlefield
almost as well as any aerospace fighter, and has become a
favorite cavalry and fire-support copter for Clan and Inner
Sphere forces alike.
SR6034-133D (“Springer” to its pilot) was actually built
in the Raven Alliance on Lushann, sometime after the Word
of Blake Jihad. Its pilot, Remi Clauswich, defected to The
Republic of the Sphere in 3107, taking the sophisticated
helicopter with him. Both aircraft and pilot were absorbed
into The Republic’s militia, but separated after a few years.
The VTOL eventually became part of Northwind’s defending
forces before the HPG network collapsed.

DONAR ASSAULT
HELICOPTER
Serial Number: SR6034-133D
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Mass: 21 tons
Movement Type: VTOL
Power Plant: Fusion 50
Cruising Speed: 97 kph
Flank Speed: 151 kph
Armor: Compound A2F
Ferro-Fibrous
Armament:
1 Series 7J ExtendedRange Large Laser
2 Pattern J2 Streak-2
SRM Launchers

